3.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
3.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW
The applicant, Reneson Hotels, Inc., has owned and operated the Best Western Corte Madera Inn
at 56 Madera Boulevard in Corte Madera since 1976. A majority of the hotel facility was
constructed in 1956 and, according to the applicant, has now deteriorated beyond its useful life.
Reneson Hotels, Inc. proposes the demolition of the existing hotel building and restaurant and the
construction of a new 187-room hotel (the project) on the 5.47-acre Best Western Corte Madera
Inn site (the project site) (see Figures 3-1 and 3-2). No restaurant would be provided on the project
site, and the project would result in a net gain of 77 hotel rooms. As part of the project, the existing
0.64-acre pond located at the northeastern edge of the site would be filled. New landscaping would
be added throughout the site concentrated near the building and around the perimeter of the
property. The perimeter would also include surface parking. The primary access to the site would
be from a single, relocated driveway on Madera Boulevard near a U.S. Highway 101 off-ramp.
The project would require a General Plan amendment and a rezoning to allow the proposed floor
area ratio (FAR) of 0.55.1 The General Plan amendment would change the Town of Corte Madera
General Plan land use designation of the site from “Mixed-Use Commercial,” which allows a
maximum FAR of 0.34, to “Motel/Hotel Highway Commercial.” This would be an entirely new
General Plan designation for the Town, and the specific language for this new designation is
shown in Appendix H. The rezoning would change the zoning of the site from C-3 Highway
Commercial with a Baylands Risk Zone and Natural Habitat Special Purpose Overlay to
Motel/Hotel Highway Commercial with an FAR limit of 0.55 and the same Baylands Risk Zone and
Natural Habitat Special Purpose Overlay. This would be an entirely new zoning designation for the
Town, and the specific language for this new designation is shown in Appendix H. The project
would also be subject to a Conditional Use Permit, which is required for all hotel projects. Design
review, Preliminary Development Plan, and Precise Development Plan approvals would also be
required prior to the issuance of any grading or building permits.
Table 3-1 compares the existing on-site development with the proposed project, and Figure 3-3
shows the proposed new building footprint as compared to the existing footprint.
The site is surrounded by an office building to the north, the Town Center Shopping Center to the
south (across Madera Boulevard), U.S. Highway 101 to the east, and a residential neighborhood of
single-family homes to the west, across Tamal Vista Boulevard.

1 Floor area ratio (FAR) refers to the ratio of square footage of building area to the size of the site.
Therefore, an FAR of 0.34 on a 1-acre site (43,560 square feet) would allow a building square footage of
14,810 square feet.
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COMPARISON OF EXISTING ON-SITE DEVELOPMENT WITH PROPOSED PROJECT

Element

Existing

Proposed
187 rooms (79 traditional
hotel rooms and 108
extended-stay hotel
rooms)

Net Change

Guest Rooms

110 rooms

Swim Club

Existing with about 300
members from Memorial Day
to Labor Day, dropping to
about 120 members for
winter/fall season

None

Removal of swim club

Parking

188 spaces (66 spaces for
restaurant and 122 spaces
for hotel)

257 spaces (uncovered)

+69 spaces

Number of
Employees

52 to 60 FTEs*

46 to 56 FTEs*

-4 FTEs to -6 FTEs*

Restaurant

8,826 sf

0

-8,826 sf

Conference Space

3,000 sf

3,600 sf

+600 sf

Pond

0.64 acre (28,314 sf)

0

-0.64 acre

+77 rooms

Note: FTE = full-time equivalent; sf = square feet.
* FTE estimates for the existing and proposed hotel are a range, with the low end of the range representing the slow season
(December through February) and the high end representing the busy season (June through September). During the shoulder
months (February through May, October, and November), FTEs would fall within this range.
The FTE total for existing conditions consists of 31 to 39 FTEs at the hotel and 21 FTEs at the restaurant. The estimate for the
restaurant is not representative of the actual number of employees, because restaurant shifts are typically 4 to 6 hours, not the
8 hours (40-hour work week) assumed in the FTE calculation.
Source: Reneson Hotels, Inc., 2014a and 2014d.

3.2 DEMOLITION, NEW CONSTRUCTION, AND OTHER
PROJECT FEATURES
PROPOSED DEMOLITION
The 5.47-acre project site is currently occupied by buildings, parking areas, a pond, a swimming
pool, and internal roads. The existing building footprint occupies about 19.0 percent (45,272 square
feet, or about 1.04 acres) of the site and parking/roads and other paved areas comprise about 42.3
percent (100,839 square feet, or about 2.31 acres). The pond occupies about 11.9 percent
(0.64acre) of the overall site. Landscaping, which includes a large swimming pool and vegetation
near the pond, covers about 26.8 percent (63,848 square feet, or about 1.47 acres).
The existing buildings on the site are the Courtyard Building, built in the mid-1950s; the restaurant,
built in 1976; the L-shaped Garden Building, built in 1978; and the Executive Building (near
Ameritrade), Lagoon Building (near the pond), swimming pool locker rooms, and meeting rooms,
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built in 1983. Section 4.4, Cultural Resources, of this EIR describes these buildings in more detail
and assesses their potential historical significance.
Under the project, all existing buildings, structures, and other on-site components, including the
swimming pool, would be demolished, and the pond would be filled.

PROPOSED NEW HOTEL BUILDING
Proposed Uses and Square Footages
The project would contain 187 rooms and 3,600 square feet of conference space. A restaurant
would not be provided. The project building footprint would occupy 23 percent (55,062 square feet,
or about 1.27 acres) of the site and the parking/roads and other paved areas comprise about 51
percent (120,760 square feet, or about 2.77 acres). The second floor would have 43,926 square
feet, and the third floor would have 31,133 square feet.
The project would be a dual-branded hotel development. Dual-branded hotel projects combine two
hotel brands into one building envelope. They allow hotels to serve more than one market while
offering operational efficiencies from shared public spaces, meeting rooms, recreational facilities,
and “back-of-the-house” operations. The proposed development would combine a 79-room
SpringHill Suites by Marriott (all suites limited-service hotel) with a 108-room Residence Inn by
Marriott (extended-stay hotel with kitchens). The SpringHill Suites would include 38 rooms with one
king bed and 41 rooms with two queen beds. The Residence Inn would include 80 studios, 22 onebedroom units, and 6 two bedroom units. A total of 12 rooms would be Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) accessible.
A conference room accommodating up to 300 people would be located on the first floor adjacent
to the hotel lobby. The hotel lobby and adjacent facilities would include the reception area, a “great
room” with fireplace, a bar/lounge, a buffet/breakfast dining area, a business center, a fitness
center, a guest laundry facility, public restrooms, and two board rooms each accommodating up to
10 people. “Back-of-the-house” facilities would include a holding kitchen for light food preparation,
supply storage, a commercial laundry facility, administrative offices, and an employee lounge with
restrooms. The second and third floors would include hotel rooms.

Proposed Building Design
The building would be a combination two and three stories, with the eastern wing along U.S.
Highway 101 and the western wing bordering Tamal Vista Boulevard at two stories. The maximum
building height is 35 feet, which relates to the sections of building at three stories. The two towers
on the eastern wing would be 38.5 feet and are consistent with existing height standards for Town
architectural features. Building elevations are shown in Figure 3-4.
Proposed exterior materials and elements would be in the regional Craftsman style and would
consist of cement plaster, wood lookout rafters, trellises, struts, corbels, and vertical wood siding
(see Figure 3-4). Stone veneer would be placed at the building base, capped with heavy timber
bands and corbels at the second floor line where upper story bays cantilever out. The roof would
be heavy shadow asphalt shingles simulating heavy wood or slate shake roof.
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Some tower elements would be included, primarily on the east side of the building where hotel
brand signs would be placed (see “Proposed Signage and Lighting” below).

PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION PHASES AND STAGING
Demolition and construction are proposed to occur over a 12- to 16-month period. Staging would
occur on the site. Construction workers would be provided with locations on the site to park, and
equipment would also be stored on the site. A fence with screening would be provided on the west
side of the site.
The proposed stages of demolition and construction would be as follows:
 Filling of pond;
 Demolition of landscaping, buildings, and parking areas;
 Grading and foundation development;
 Building construction;
 Paving for new parking areas and internal roads; and
 Final landscaping.

PROPOSED SITE GRADING AND FILLING OF POND
Overall Grading Plan
Approximately 9,700 cubic yards (cy) of fill material (538 truckloads) would be required to fill the
on-site pond (described in more detail under “Proposed Filling of Pond” below). About 8 to 12
weeks of on-site grading would be required prior to the start of foundation construction.
Additional minor grading would be required on other portions of the site. However, the site has very
little topographic relief, and thus cut and fill would be limited. It is estimated that new construction
would require a total of 14,600 cy of fill, which relates principally to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) requirement discussed below. An additional 6,800 cy of base rock
and geofoam would be required for filling of the pond and would be imported to the site.
The project would include elevation changes to meet the Town requirement that elevations be
1-foot over the FEMA 100-year flood level designation. The applicant anticipates that all mud and
excess soil from project improvements could be reused as part of the project development.

Proposed Filling of Pond
Existing Pond Operations
The existing pond on the site is irregular in shape and is about 300 feet long by a maximum of 160
feet wide (see Figure 3-1). The pond sides are relatively steep, with elevations ranging from +5
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) to -2 NGVD. Slopes of 3:1 (vertical distance to
horizontal distance) are common at the pond.
The pond receives water from a 30-inch gravity-fed steel pipe (which is not constrained by gates)
that connects the pond to Lagoon #1 to the west. A slide gate at the pond allows the Town to open
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the gate to allow water to flow from the pond to Shorebird Marsh east of U.S. Highway 101. In
certain conditions, the slide gate can be operated to allow the opposite direction of flow. In practice,
this gate is never opened.
The water level in Lagoon #1 determines the water level of the pond. To allow for increased runoff
storage capacity, the water levels of Lagoon #1 and the pond are lowered to -1.9 feet mean sea
level (MSL) during winter months whenever a 1-day forecast predicts precipitation. The remainder
of the year, the water level is maintained between -.02 and +0.1 MSL.
Lagoon #1 discharges water into High Canal (north of Lagoon #1) through six 24-inch diameter
gravity pipes and four pumps with a designed capacity of 45 cubic feet per second (cfs). In the
winter season, during extended periods without rainfall, a title flush of Lagoon #1 is performed
every 2 weeks. In the summer season, Lagoon #1 is flushed weekly. Flushing action of the pond is
restricted by the pond’s constricted connection to Lagoon #1. As a result, the pond is fresh to
slightly brackish during winter months and brackish to saline during the rest of the year. During the
summer, there is no storm water runoff contribution and water quality is diminished, resulting in
noticeable odors (WESCO, 1989).
In addition to the 30-inch pipe connecting the pond to Lagoon #1, a 10-inch pipe enters the pond at
the pond’s southwestern end. This pipe carries runoff from the surrounding area into the pond. In
addition, local drainage into the pond occurs at several small runoff points around the pond’s
shoreline.
Generally, the pond is stagnant as little circulation occurs and large algae patches appear on the
surface. This stagnant water ultimately discharges into Lagoon #1. Filling the pond and introducing
a natural storm water filtration system would improve water quality.
According to a 2005 flood control capacity analysis, the storage capacity of the pond is not
necessary for flood control purposes, even during the worst-case scenario of a 100-year rainfall
event. The loss of the pond storage capacity may affect pump cycle times; this issue is addressed
in Section 4.8, Hydrology and Water Quality, of the EIR.
Proposed Pond Filling
The applicant proposes to fill the pond with approximately 9,700 cy of clean fill. Storm runoff that
once emptied into the pond would be filtered at the surface and ultimately discharged into Lagoon
#1 through the Town’s existing storm drain system. A portion of the new building and a surface
parking area would be constructed on top of the fill. New landscaping would also be located in the
vicinity of the original pond location.
The Preliminary Geotechnical Evaluation for the project (Miller Pacific Engineering Group, 2013)
recommends that the pond be filled with adequate materials and wick drained to accelerate bay
mud consolidation and associated ground settlement that would significantly reduce postconstruction ground settlements and disruptions to utility lines. Using lightweight foam blocks was
not recommended due to high groundwater and associated buoyant features that could heave the
structure. In addition, a significant portion of bay mud would need to be removed to maintain a net
“zero” load condition. A deep foundation system has been recommended as the most cost-efficient
way to build in the area of the pond. Such a system may include auger-cast piers, torque-down
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piles, or rammed aggregate geopiers. Neither traditional drilled piers nor driven piles were
recommended due to noise, vibration, and groundwater concerns (Miller Pacific Engineering
Group, 2013). Instead, adequately embedded auger-cast piers, torque-down piles, or adequately
compacted geopiers have been recommended.

EXPECTED HOTEL OCCUPANCY
The project would accommodate an average of approximately 300 guests, assuming 100 percent
occupancy. However, hotel occupancies vary throughout the year. As shown in Table 3-2 below,
occupancy rates for the SpringHill Suites are projected to vary from a low of 65.3 percent in
January to a high of 87.8 percent in July and August. Occupancy rates for the Residence Inn are
projected to vary from a low of 68.7 percent in January to a high of 85.1 percent in August
(Reneson Hotels, Inc., 2014a).

PROPOSED HOTEL STAFFING AND HOURS OF OPERATION
It is estimated that approximately 46 to 56 full-time equivalent (FTE) staff would be employed at the
proposed hotel, depending on the season (see Table 3-1). This would be a net reduction of 4 to 6
FTE staff from what currently exists, largely due to the removal of the restaurant on the site.
The hotel would operate 7 days per week on a 24-hour basis. Employee shifts would generally be
7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 3:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., and 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

PROPOSED ACCESS AND PARKING
Driveways and Emergency Access
The proposed project circulation plan is shown in Figure 3-5. The project would have access from
one main driveway located on Madera Boulevard. The two existing driveways on Madera
Boulevard would be removed. Compared to the existing eastern driveway, the new driveway would
be located farther west from the U.S. Highway 101 off-ramp.
In addition, an emergency access driveway would be provided at the north end of the site,
connecting to the parking lot for the adjoining commercial building.

Parking
A total of 188 parking spaces are now available on the site, with access from Madera Boulevard. At
completion of construction, a total of 257 parking spaces would be provided, which would be 69
more than required by the Town Code. As shown in Figure 3-2, parking would be located at the
perimeter of the site.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Access
Bicycle access would be provided from Madera Boulevard. Bicycle parking would be provided
adjacent to the lobby entrance and near the lawn area.
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Note: This table summarizes the projected number of rooms rented per month at stabilization (2 to 3 years from opening). It is assumed that the occupancy percentage for each room type is the
same.
Source: Reneson Hotels, Inc., 2014a.
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The pedestrian sidewalks would be maintained along Tamal Vista Boulevard, which forms the
western edge of the site. . A sidewalk would be provided east of the Madera Boulevard entrance
driveway as this area is close to the U.S. Highway 101 off-ramp. Within the site, pathways would
be provided throughout the landscaped courtyard, and a sidewalk would be provided between the
parking lot and building on the west and south sides.

PROPOSED LANDSCAPING
New landscaping would be provided throughout the site, as shown in Figures 3-6, 3-7, and 3-8.

Perimeter Landscaping
The perimeter of the site (see Figure 3-6) would have fencing along the north and west edges that
would be made of wood and would be about 6 feet in height. Groupings of evergreen shrubs would
be planted on the outside of this fencing to create visual interest along Tamal Vista Boulevard and
to screen the on-site parking lot from view.

Main Entrance Landscaping
The main entrance landscaping at Madera Boulevard and U.S. Highway 101 (see Figure 3-7)
would include grassy swales (for storm drainage) at the road edges and evergreen hedges to
screen on-site parking. Deciduous trees would be provided in various locations, interspersed with
accent plantings. The circular driveway entrance would include a center island with a small fountain
pool, boulders, and evergreen grasses. Flowering shrubs and groundcover would be located near
the main lobby entrance.

Courtyard and Other Landscaping
The interior courtyard portion of the site (see Figure 3-8) would include a free-form natural-style
small pond, a swimming pool, a spa, and concrete decking and paths. A sport court, barbeque area
and outdoor seating areas would also be located in this area of the site. Plantings would include
shade trees, shrubs, and groundcovers. A large lawn area would be located at the western edge of
the site, with a low stone wall that would partially screen on-site parking from within the site but that
would allow uninterrupted views of Mount Tamalpais to the west. Accent features in this interior
area would include flowers, ornamental grasses, and boulders.

Proposed Tree Removal
It is estimated that 48 existing on-site trees would be retained and that 79 trees would be removed.
Of these 79 trees, 10 trees meet the Town of Corte Madera definition of “protected trees.” These
would include white birch, green ash, silver maple, Siberian elm, and privet.
The on-site trees that would be retained include a cluster of redwood trees at the southeast end of
the site fronting on U.S. Highway 101, a cluster of about five trees at the south end of the site
fronting on Madera Boulevard, and most of the trees along the western and northern edges of the
site. Most of the trees to be removed are located in the center of the site.
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PROPOSED SIGNAGE AND LIGHTING
The towers on the east elevation of the building would contain mounted hotel brand signs with selfilluminating channel letters and logo. A low (5-foot-high), self-illuminating monument sign would be
installed at the main driveway entrance off Madera Boulevard. The monument sign would consist
of a solid base topped with a contrasting material that would serve as a neutral field for the brand
sign and logo (Reneson Hotels, Inc., 2014c).

PROPOSED UTILITIES AND SERVICES
The project site currently receives water service from the Marin Municipal Water District and
wastewater service from Sanitary District No. 2 of Marin County. These services would continue.
Electrical and natural gas service would continue to be provided by Pacific Gas & Electric
Company (PG&E). Storm drainage would be provided by the existing Town system. Refuse service
would be provided by Mill Valley Refuse. Fire protection and police services would continue to be
provided by the Corte Madera Fire Department and Central Marin Police Authority, respectively.
While not proposed by the project, sewer improvements would be necessary for the project and are
evaluated in this EIR. Section 4.13, Utilities and Service Systems, identifies these sewer
improvements as a mitigation measure, and the environmental impacts of the improvements are
evaluated as appropriate throughout Chapter 4 of the EIR.

PROPOSED ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES
Energy conservation measures to be incorporated into the project include (Reneson Hotels, Inc.,
2014b):
 Compact fluorescent lights in all guest room fixtures and throughout public spaces;
 A Packaged Terminal Air Conditioner (PTAC) Energy Management System to reduce energy
usage in unoccupied rooms;
 Photocells for exterior lights;
 Solar heating for the swimming pool;
 Occupancy sensors for lighting controls in closets and other storage areas;
 Energy Star-certified guest room refrigerators and dishwashers; and
 Compliance with Title 24 energy efficiency requirements (e.g., double-pane windows).

3.3 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The following objectives for the project have been identified by the applicant:


Develop a hotel project to provide both short-term and extended-stay hotel accommodations to
satisfy market demand, and to affiliate the hotel development with a top-tier hotel brand (e.g.,
Marriott, Hilton) to provide economic stability to the project.2

2 Hotel brands require distinct branding (e.g., SpringHill Suites and Residence Inn) and physical separation of
short-term and extended-stay guest rooms. Moreover, they require sufficient scale for each brand to be competitive and
efficient. Combining two hotel brands into one building envelope is referred to as “dual-branding” in the industry and this
is an objective because it allows the project to serve multiple markets while offering operational efficiencies from shared
public spaces, meeting rooms, recreational facilities, and back-of-the-house operations.
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Provide short-term accommodations (75 to 100 rooms) in a limited-service hotel designed to
target the mid/upper scale hotel market. These rooms are in replacement of the failing and
outdated hotel facilities at the 110-room Corte Madera Inn. The SpringHill Suites by Marriott
brand is a mid/upper all‐suites limited service hotel that achieves this objective. Limitedservice hotels, originally defined as a hotel without a full-service restaurant, typically offer
basic services and amenities. However, these services and amenities have expanded over the
past two decades, necessitating further classification within the limited-service segment.
“Budget” limited-service hotels offer no-frills rooms at modest prices (e.g., Motel 6). More
robust limited-service hotels offer many of the same high-quality amenities that guests would
expect from full-service hotels, with one significant difference: limited-service hotels lack a
dedicated, revenue-producing food and beverage component.



Provide extended-stay accommodations (105 to 135 rooms) to target the underserved demand
for extended-stay accommodations in Marin County. Extended stay hotels are a type of
lodging with features unavailable at standard hotels. These features are intended to provide
more home-like amenities. There is substantial variation among extended-stay hotels with
respect to quality and the amenities available. The Residence Inn brand by Marriott targets the
upper tier of the extended-stay market. Extended-stay hotels typically have self-serve laundry
facilities and offer discounts for extended stays, beginning at 5 or 7 days. They also have
guestrooms (or "suites") with kitchens. The kitchens usually include, at a minimum, a sink, a
refrigerator (usually full size), a microwave oven, and a stovetop. Extended-stay hotels are
aimed at business travelers on extended assignments, families in the midst of a relocation,
and others in need of temporary housing.



Improve the safety conditions of the vehicular entrance at Madera Boulevard.



Minimize noise and traffic impacts by not extending vehicular access to/from Tamal Vista
Boulevard.
Minimize the visual impact on the adjacent residential neighborhood by:
 Breaking up the building massing and limiting the building height along Tamal Vista
Boulevard;









Providing a generous building setback from the western property line;




Retaining existing mature trees and planting others to provide screening; and
Constructing a fence along the Tamal Vista property line.

Eliminate the pond for aesthetic, odor, and safety reasons without affecting the Town’s ability
to prevent flooding during a 100-year rainfall event.
Serve as a community gathering place during times of emergency. Provide shelter as
necessary. Equip the facility with an emergency generator.
Increase the water quality of the storm drainage exiting the site.



Provide superior vehicular and pedestrian circulation. Improve access to local pedestrian
sidewalks to reduce the use of cars.



Provide a hotel lobby entrance convenient to the Madera Boulevard entrance.




Minimize the number of rooms facing east (toward U.S. Highway 101 noise).
Provide 3,000 to 4,000 square feet of conference space in a quiet and attractive setting as
replacement for the 3,000 square feet provided by the Corte Madera Inn.
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Provide recreational facilities (e.g., swimming pool, whirlpool, sport court, barbeque area, fire
pits) in an attractive and quiet setting.



Maximize the energy efficiency and water conservation of the new facility.
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